### 2017 ACC Baseball Championship

**MAY 23-28 | LOUISVILLE SLUGGER FIELD | LOUISVILLE, KY**

#### POOL A
- #1 Louisville
- #8 Florida State
- #12 Notre Dame

#### POOL B
- #2 North Carolina
- #7 NC State
- #11 Boston College

#### POOL C
- #3 Wake Forest
- #6 Miami
- #10 Georgia Tech

#### POOL D
- #4 Virginia
- #5 Clemson
- #9 Duke

**TUESDAY, MAY 23**
- **POOL PLAY**

**WEDNESDAY, MAY 24**
- **POOL PLAY**

**THURSDAY, MAY 25**
- **POOL PLAY**

**FRIDAY, MAY 26**
- **POOL PLAY**

**SATURDAY, MAY 27**
- **SEMIFINALS**

**SUNDAY, MAY 28**
- **CHAMPIONSHIP**

#### Schedule of Games

- **GAME 1**
  - 11 AM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #10 Georgia Tech
  - #6 Miami

- **GAME 2**
  - 3 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #11 Boston College
  - #7 NC State

- **GAME 3**
  - 7 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #9 Duke
  - #5 Clemson

- **GAME 4**
  - 11 AM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #12 Notre Dame
  - #8 Florida State

- **GAME 5**
  - 3 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #2 North Carolina
  - #11 Boston College

- **GAME 6**
  - 7 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #3 Wake Forest
  - #10 Georgia Tech

- **GAME 7**
  - 11 AM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #4 Virginia
  - #9 Duke

- **GAME 8**
  - 3 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #6 Miami
  - #3 Wake Forest

- **GAME 9**
  - 7 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #1 Louisville
  - #12 Notre Dame

- **GAME 10**
  - 11 AM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #5 Clemson
  - #4 Virginia

- **GAME 11**
  - 3 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #11 Boston College
  - #1 Louisville

- **GAME 12**
  - 7 PM
  - RSN/ACCN Extra
  - #12 Notre Dame
  - #2 North Carolina

**CHAMPIONSHIP**
- 12 PM
- ESPN2

**SEMIFINAL 1**
- 1 PM
- RSN/ACCN Extra
- POOL A WINNER
- POOL D WINNER

**SEMIFINAL 2**
- 5 PM
- RSN/ACCN Extra
- POOL B WINNER
- POOL C WINNER
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